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chiu, y.-f., & leung, s.-m. (2013). a new space-for-time method for the prediction of the presence of an unerupted permanent canine in a mixed dentition.
international journal of paediatric dentistry, 27(4), pp. 283-89. doi: 10.1016/j.ijpd.2013.03.002 aitken, p.d., johnston, j. & chisholm, g.a. (2008). working to
standardize classifications of unerupted teeth: effects of using moyers occlusion classification on estimates of prevalence of permanent canine impaction.

american journal of orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics, 142(4), 713-720. tanaka, t. & johnston, j.l. (1987). moyers mixed dentition probability tables: a
refinement of the mixed dentition probability charts. research dental center, university of british columbia, p. 3-21. the most accepted equation used to plan
the skeletal balance is the method of chopra & tome, whereas for the dentoalveolar compensation the equation of tanaka and johnston was used. to assess

the predictive value of both prediction methods when applied to chilean males and females, the coefficients of determination r2 were calculated. also,
individual treatment plans were elaborated for each individual case with the help of the digital method. the results indicated that the predictive value of the
skeletal equation of chopra & tome and the dentoalveolar equation of tanaka and johnston is comparable in the skeletal components of an african american
and mexican american sample. the model of the molar crown space of the mandible does not seem to be reliable in the prediction of the final outcomes of

both methods.
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Reliable assessment of
space required and

orthodontic needs in the
maxillary and mandible of
Chilean patients, through
the study of permanent
teeth models, is done

using the Moyers method.
Differences in the results
of prediction models are

explained by sexual
dimorphism and ethnic
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variations from the source
population of prediction
methods. The Tanaka-

Johnston method is more
accurate in predicting

space required in patients
with Chilean maxilla. The
confidence level varies

according to gender and
jaw. Differences are
explained by sexual

dimorphism and ethnic
variations from the source
population of prediction
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methods. To determine
the reliability of the

Moyers Index, and to
compare the results

obtained in the version of
Tanaka-Johnston in Brazil
with the version of Tanaka
Johnston in the literature.
The investigation of 273
patients of the Graduate
School of Orthodontics at
the University of Andres

Bello in Santiago, between
8.2 and 19.1 years of age,
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was carried out. The
patients were evaluated
according to the Moyers
Index. Moyers P, Pastine
H. Estimating the gender

of unerupted teeth in
children by comparing the
centric relation with the

sum of two measurements
of the distance between

the occlusal surface of the
permanent canines and
their mesial and distal

surfaces. Moyers P.
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Multiple linear regression
of orthodontic treatment
planning. In: Sookama-
Stevenson DC, Coe EC.
(eds). (1998).- Scientific
Basis of Orthodontics.

Orlando, FL: Ivor
Press/Triangle.
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